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Comprehensive Attack Intelligence 



Anatomy of a Cyber Attack
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Presentation Notes
To understand what comprehensive attack intelligence is, first we have to understand the anatomy of an attack. While this is just one of the many paths a hacker could take, here is a popular breach that we have heard a lot about. In the highly publicized Target breach, this is how the attack went: A partner, an HVAC vendor of Target, was breached Their login credentials were stolen and used to log into the target system through A web app that the HVAC vendor had access to where they were able to Access the network and gain admin controls where they Reached the POS system and were able to get customer information and then They chose the correct time (black Friday) to extract the information with the malware they inserted into the POS system and were sold to… well, let’s just say it was a known troublemaker 



By the Numbers 

700K+ 
Vulnerabilities
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93K – Highs

241K – Mediums

353K - Lows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we are going to look at the entire network, then we need to look at both vulnerability and access risk because those are the two ways that bad actors are most likely to get into your network. First, let’s look at vulnerabilities. If we look at the known vulnerabilities- there are 700K + vulnerabilities in the world. Here is the breakdown of their CVSS score by High, medium, and low. Also- Did you know that half of all exploitations happen between 10-100 days after the vulnerability is published with the median of around 30 days. That’s not a lot of time to wait for the massive amounts of vulnerabilities we face. 



Some Math….
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s do some math from the last slide.. If we only look at the high threat vulnerabilities then we are looking at a total of 93,000. There are 250 working days of the year so that means we would need to fix 372 vulnerabilities per day OR 1,860 a week. Now with your security team does that sound likely? 



What About Identity Risk? 

Stolen Credentials Passwords Multi-factor 
Authentication
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Since this is a comprehensive guide to attack intelligence - Let’s not forget about the Identity Access Risks. When we say Identity we think about things like – Stolen Credentials:  in fact of the 5 data breach varieties, 91% of the breaches were from stolen credentials Passwords: 63% of confirmed data breaches involved weak, default or stolen passwords. Multi-Factor Authentication: This is not new but it is more important than ever. While this won’t solve everything, it will raise the bar and as the Verizon Data Breach Report says “this is a bar worth raising” We may think of Identity Access as just bad passwords to our email accounts or getting into a CRM system but it is much more serious than that. Did anyone here read or hear about the Ukraine Power Blackout? In 2015, over a quarter of a million people in the Ukraine faced a blackout over the Christmas holiday. While this was a few months ago, the CERT report just came out and there are lots of learning points there. We’re going to go into these further in a bit so don’t forget this one. 



The Problem: “We Are Overwhelmed by Data”

 Too much data leaves 
organizations paralyzed
Attackers take advantage of 

that limitation
You can’t manage what you 

can’t see
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Too much data leaves organizations paralyzedThousands of servers, tens of thousands of endpointsHundreds of pages of vulnerability reports, no easy way to prioritize	EX: If you have 10,000 assets in your network, at an average of 2,000 vulnerabilities per machine, that is 20M vulnerabilities for your scanner to process. That is around 70,000 pages of vulnerabilities to sort through. Billions of access relationships, constantly changing 	Attackers take advantage of that limitationYou can’t manage what you can’t see



Create a Comprehensive 
Attack Strategy



Collect Scanner Data
Define and Locate Critical Assets 
 Implement Strong Authentication 
 Train Your Team 

1. Get the Basics in Order
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Presentation Notes
This is the stage we refer to as “blissful ignorance”. Here you still don’t know what you have or where your security holes are. It’s nice for a minute but let’s dive in and find out what we are really dealing with. Collect Scanner Data – How many scanners you have, how often do they run? A few slides ago I gave you an example where there were 75,000 pages of scanner data to look through. Is that the same for your organization? Look into automating the scanners and running them on a set schedule. Define and locate critical Assets: For hospitals this can be medical records, for banks its financial information, and for the public sector you have SSN, and every other kind of personal data. You need to know what you are protecting and where it is. Implement Multi-Factor Authentication for password resets “63% of confirmed data breaches involved weak, default or stolen passwords”  - VZDBR 4. Train your team – People are the weakest link and biggest threat to your security             Phishing – train your team and even test them to see who is falling for phishing attacks (FYI – Impact can test up to 1,000 users at a time) Misc. Errors Ukraine ExampleWhat happened in the Ukraine black out was a state sponsored phishing attack from the Russian Military and is the first confirmed state military sponsored attack we’ve seen. This phishing attack consisted of a bad actor from outside of the network sending an excel document and telling the recipient that they needed to enable macros so that it could be worked on from home. When they enabled macros, it actually gave the hackers access to the network by downloading malware. They were then able to use that malware to find the administrative credentials and work their way through the network. How could this have been prevented at this stage? - Could have trained the team against phishing attacks and prevented the entire thing - Could have instituted MFA to reset or gain admin passwordsDesign Note: Have the titles in Russian and then flip to English with click  



2. Assess, Analyze, Remediate

Assess Critical Assets 
Analyze Risk 

• Prioritize for vulnerability 
and access risks 

Remediate 
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In the last slide we talked about locating our critical assets. Now that we know where they are, we need to figure out who has access to them. And not only that, but what else do those people have access to. Is there a way that someone could come in from a group they are a part of and get access to your assets? Another thing to look for is if there are any orphaned or abandoned accounts that have access to them. These accounts, that no one is paying attention to, are ripe for hackers! If no one is paying attention, no one will notice a few password reset requests and a slow movement throughout the network. You need a solution that can show you all of the complex access relationships in your network so you can have a clear picture of what is going on.  Now that we are feeling good about what we have- let’s prioritize the risk to these assets. Vulnerability: Did you know that 85% of breaches in the past year have come from the Top 10 most common vulnerabilities? We talked earlier about the fact that there are over 700K vulnerabilities out there, talk about a needle in a haystack, would you be able to find these? What you need, is a magnet. Most solutions prioritize and categorize risks by their CVSS score. And that’s a great starting point but you can’t stop there. Based on your industry, your organizations needs, and research showing which vulnerabilities have known exploits and how long they have been available will build a ranked list of risks based on your individual organization, not an industry standard. Access: I talked before about abandoned and orphaned accounts, do you know how many of those you have in your system? Those are some of the biggest targets for hackers and if you don’t have a solution that tells you they are there then you are missing a big opportunity. Another thing is to know, just like you match your vulnerability risks to your organization, you can match your access risks as well. You need a solution that can help you model activity patterns against company built models so that you can make sure the assets you have and the access to them are being guarded based on your rules and policies. Remediate: Ok guys- we know the issues so now let’s go and fix them! We’ve got our risks prioritized so you can patch them and then run your pen test again to see if they are truly patched. As for your access risks, you can see these abandoned or orphaned accounts so now you can go in and clean them up. With both of these you are reducing your threat surface exponentially with every remediation. What would this have looked like in the Ukraine? They would have already located the assets that were attacked and would have known all of the ways an attacker could have gotten into those assets and could have taken actions to block, or at least clean up, access to those assets. They could have also seen what the admin account had access to and how easy it is to get those access rights. 



3. Vulnerability + Access Risk Management

Continuous and Comprehensive Monitoring  
Align your threat vectors with business goals 
Make sure all threat vectors are scanned and prioritized
Automated solutions 

• Pen-testing 
• Role based provisioning 
• Micro-certifications 
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C and C Monitoring The only way to truly protect your network is to be able to see into it at any time and know exactly what is going on. Choose a solution with actionable intelligence that will both continuously and comprehensively look across your entire network to see your vulnerability and access risks. Align Threat Vectors with Business Goals I don’t know about you, but the fastest way to get more money in my budget is to show that I am hitting my goals. You should be aligning your threat vectors with your business goals so that you are able to Measure what is most important to you Be able to show your value Make sure all threat vectors are scanned and prioritized While your top threat vectors should be aligned with your business goals, don’t forget about the others. Hackers don’t look at your system from one line of sight, they attack whatever they can. You must always maintain vigilant watch over all threat vectors with scanning and prioritization. Implement Automated Solutions Some of your most valuable tools for maintaining security can be automated to make your life even easier. For Example – Penetration Testing: Can be scheduled to run automatically on a Sunday so that when you come in on Monday you already have the list waiting on you. That means zero down-time waiting for the test to run. Role based provisioning – Are you a bank or credit union who has a bunch of tellers who all need the same access? Role based provisioning can suggest and permit access to an employee based on their role which not only saves you time in checking for the validity of their access but it also saves from the possibility of “rubber stamping” access and granting privileged access where it doesn’t belong.  Micro-Certifications - 



Takeaways

• Increase Efficiencies 
• Reduce IT Costs

• Reduce Threat Surface 
• Reduce IT Costs 
• Increase Efficiencies 
• Improve Compliance  

Technical Takeaway Business Takeaway
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Technical takeawayIncrease Efficiencies – Being able to automate penetration tests and role based provisioning, just those two things, will give your team hours back in their day.  Reduce IT Cost -  Business takeawayReduce Threat Surface 	By prioritizing your top threats you can eliminate them and take away the biggest threats to your system Reduce IT Costs 	Do you have an automated password reset solution? If not, how many hours is your IT team spending on resetting passwords? With an automated system you could either put them on more important projects or you could reduce head count, reducing your cost. 	Let’s also not forget the biggest cost here- being breached. Breaches cost companies a lot of money, time, and respect. Increase Efficiencies 	Do you have the “spreadsheet dude”? You know, the cyber-security specialist in your office who spends hours working on spreadsheets, normalizing vulnerability scans, when he should be working on something much more important? By prioritizing your vulnerability and access risks automatically, he can get back to projects worth his time (and worth what you are paying him) Improve Compliance  	How many of you love doing your yearly compliance audit? I didn’t think so. Not only does keeping a continuous and comprehensive solution running on your network help keep you more secure (which usually equals more compliant) but there is a running log that will show everything that you have done to try and remain compliant which goes a long way with auditors. 



Questions? 
Katherine James, SVP Global Sales

kjames@coresecurity.com
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